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We consider equations of the form, 
on a Hilbert space #“. A(t) is a family of bounded, linear operators on Z 
while g is a transformation on a-a C 2 which can be nonlinear and unbounded. 
We give conditions on A and g which yield stability and asymptotic stability 
of solutions of (I). It is shown, in particular, that linear combinations with 
positive coefficients of the operators eMt and -eiut sin Mt where M is a 
bounded, negative self-adjoint operator on ~4? satisfy these conditions. This 
is shown to yield stability results for differential equations of the form, 
on 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns nonlinear Volterra equations of the form, 
u(t) = - JL(t - T)g(u(T)) dT + y(t) 
0 
on a Hilbert space 8’. There is an extensive literature on this equation 
when &? = RI. Two recent papers by Levin [4] and London [6] contain 
some very sharp results on this case. Both authors assume that, 
L4 z 0, B non-increasing, 
9) E C[O, 00) n Ia-[O, co). 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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Two results which both authors establish, although under different conditions 
ong, are: 
(I) Solutions of (1.1) satisfy sup,<,~~ 1 u(t)] < co 
(II) 4 ~Lr(0, co) implies that lim,,, (u(t) + (jr A(f) dfg(u(t))) = ym. 
London establishes the additional result: 
(III) A #L,(O, co) implies that Em,,, g(u(t)) = 0. 
The above results are similar to earlier ones given by Levin and Nohel [5] 
and others for the equation, 
C(t) = - fat B(t - T-) g@(T)) dr + x(t). (14 
For (1.4) the conditions on B were, 
(- 1)” BtR)(t) 2 0 k = 0, 1, 2. (1.5) 
We notice, however, that if we attempt to pass between (1.1) and (1.2) by 
takingB(t) = A(t) or A(t) = si B(r) (27, then (1.2) and (1.5) are incompatible. 
In [7] the author, with James Wong, presented a general theory for equa- 
tions of the form (1.4) on a Hilbert space H, with ,4(t) a family of linear 
operators and g nonlinear and unbounded. Our object in undertaking the 
present study was to present a similar theory for (1.1) in which at least 
weakened versions of results (I), (II), and (III) appear as special cases. We have 
succeeded quite well for (I) and (III) but less completely for (II). 
If one studies Levin’s work, one sees that he has used very strongly the 
ordering of RR1 and thus his results, although very sharp, do not seem easy to 
generalize to other spaces. On the other hand, London’s conditions on g are 
precisely the specialization to R1 of the abstract conditions used in [7] for 
equation (1.4). Moreover if one studies the proofs, one sees that the results 
(I) and (III) amount really to obtaining an energy estimate for the differential 
version of (1.1). Th is calculation is the same as the one in [7] and depends 
only on a special property of the linear integral operator L, , 
L,&](t) = 1” A(t - T) V(T) dr. 
0 




W zLM?l(4 dt B 0. 
0 
(1.7) 
The property (1.7) obviously generalizes to Hilbert spaces 3’. We denote 
the set of all functions ,4(t) satisfying the generalized version of (1.7) on a 
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space X by G!(s). One of London’s calculations shows that if A satisfies 
(1.2), then A E a(@) and this assertion has a rather obvious extension to 
general spaces. We show, however, that (1.2) and its generalizations are 
rather special. Our condition involves the Laplace transform A* of A and is, 
-1m A^(@) positive semidefinite on 7 > 0. (1.8) 
We denote the class of functions satisfying(1.8)byfl*(Z). Then we will show, 
under some additional conditions, that : (i) AA E 0!*(P) implies A E Q?(s); 
(ii) if A satisfies th e generalization of (1.2), then AA E G?(Z); (iii) there are 
A’s such that A* E 02*(Z) but A does not satisfy the generalization of (1.2). 
Thus our results are analogous to [7] where we showed that (1.5) could be 
replaced by Re A”(iq) 2 0 for all 7. 
We believe the interest of our results is enhanced by the following obser- 
vations. -4 simple example of a function satisfying (1.8) is -4(t) = e-&.“, 
a > 0. This function also satisfies (1.2); however, the function A(t) = 
e-rrt sin /3t, a: > 0, /3 > 0 satisfies (1.8) but not (1.2). Now it is easy to see 
that for A(t) = e-eat and e- t a sin Pt, respectively, equation (1.1) is equivalent 
to the differential equation, 
w = -4) - g(m + x(t), w 
ii(t) + 201ti(t) + (a’ + p”) u(t) = -p&d(t)) + x(t). (l.iO) 
The above idea can be extended. Q!(X) (and GF(Z)) are clearly closed 
under finite linear combinations with positive coefficients. If we take such a 
combination of emait and e-=*‘$ sin &t, then AA(s) will be a rational function of 
s and (1.1) will be equivalent to a (nonlinear) differential equation on RI. 
Thus a natural setting for (1.1) is the study of nonlinear perturbations of 
linear differential equations. The general theorems of this paper thus yield, 
automatically, stability theorems for a fairly extensive class of such differential 
equations. 
Much greater generality is possible. If fig is a bounded self-adjoint operator 
on a general Hilbert space and is bounded above by -c < 0, then the 
operators e&l{ and -ehM sin filtl can be defined and will be in 02(Z). This 
last fact becomes quite transparent when we show that their transforms are in 
@‘(&@). The ideas of the preceding paragraph then carry over to yield stability 
theorems for nonlinear differential equations on general Hilbert spaces. We 
discuss these questions in detail in Sections 5 and 6. In Section 7 we make 
some remarks, largely formal, on the case of unbounded self-adjoint M’s 
thus giving the possibility of discussing partial differential equations. 
In our abstract theory we impose some technical hypotheses. For the class 
1 The minus sign is introduced because M is a negative operator. 
505;16/2-12 
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G?(Z), which we use in results (I) and (III), these are quite minor. For our 
abstract version of result (II) the situation is different. We need a significant 
strengthening of the hypotheses on A thus restricting our results to a proper 
subclass C??a”(&?) of P(Z). Additional sz@&nt conditions for A* to be in 
a,*(%) are that a(t) = s: a(f) d[ and t&l(t) both belong to Lr(0, co). 
We also have to assume that g has a continuous derivative. None of these 
assumptions appear in London’s result. Since both statement and proof of 
our abstract version of result (II) are complicated, we have separated them 
from the others and placed them in Section 4. 
Section 2 contains the discussion of conditions (1.6) and (1.7). Section 3 
contains our generalization of results (I) and (III) and is quite elementary. 
We formulate abstract versions of London’s conditions on g in Section 3. 
These are the same as those in [7], thus we forego a discussion of examples 
and applications and refer the reader to [7]. 
We note that (1.1) for general spaces was treated by Friedman and Shinbrot 
[2] but with A(t) = a(t)1 and g linear. 
2. LINEAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let % be a Hilbert space with norm /j ./I and inner product (*, a) and let 
S(s) denote the space of bounded, symmetric, linear operators on #. 
We consider linear integral operators L, of the form, 
L&](t) = 1” A(t - T) ~(7) d7, (2.1) 
0 
where A E P([O, co): S(s)). (Throughout we use the uniform topology 
,on A). LA maps C([O, T]; Z), into Cr([O, T]; &‘), for any T > 0, with, 
We associate with each L, the quadratic forms QA and R, given by, 
Q& Tl = j-’ <% L&W)> & 
0 
R&G Tl = j-’ <u(t), &&I(~)) dt. 
0 
We are interested in the following property of A: 
(2.2) 
R&J; Tl b j-’ <WI, WD 4 
0 
for some B E S(X) with (4, Bk) 3 6 !I 6 II’, b > 0. 
(P) 
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We denote the set of all A E Cl([O, 001; S(Z)) which satisfy (P) by G(S). 
The sufficient condition for (P) which we want to discuss involves the 
Laplace transform A”(s) of A2 We require that A*(s) exists and is analytic in 
Res > Oand, 
where 
A*(s) = s-1B + A,‘.(s), (4J 
B E S(X’), (E, BE) > b /( .$ (12, b > 0, A,“(s) is continuous in Re s > 0. 
We need also the technical condition, 
4&i) = w-1 I + ~(7)~ J E S(=@J,X(~) GKN 4; x) for N > 0. (4) 
The following is easiIy verified. For the second part integrate by parts twice 
and use the Riemann Lebesgue Lemma. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) Su@cient conditions for (A,) are 
A(t) = A(c0) + A,(tj 
where A(aj) E A’(+%?) with (f, Am) > b j/ E j12, b 3 0 and 
A, E L,((O, Co); S(X)). 
I-eye B = A(a). 
(ii) sufficient conditions for (A,) are those of(i) and 
4 E C”‘([O, aI; wq), A!’ E&((O, co); S(~jj, 
k = 1,2, k@‘(t) --+ 0 as t+m, k =o, I. 
Here J = A,(O). 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose (A,), (A,) are satis$ed and the condition 
- Im A,“(iq) positive semidej%zite on n > 0, 
holds. Then (P) is satisjed. 
THEOREM 2.2. If (A,,) holds then (PA) is implied by, 
A(t) - A(f) positive semidefinite for all t’ > t. (2.5) 
2 For a discussion of Laplace transforms of Banach space valued functions of we 
refer the reader to [3], in particular Section 6.2. This material shows that one can 
proceed in the general case exactly as in R'. 
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Remwk 2.1. We do not assume that -4(t) is a non-negative operator. 
Notice, however, that (A41) is consistent with (PA) only if J is non-negative. 
Hence, if the conditions of Proposition (2.l)(ii) hold, then ,4,(O) = 
A(0) - A(m) is positive semidefinite. It follows from (A,) with B = A, 
that A(0) must be positive semidefinite. If the conditions (ii) of Proposition 
(2.1) as well as (2.5) hold, then A(t) must be positive semidefinite for all t 
since A(co) is. Thus in RI, (2.5) corresponds to the condition (1.2) of Levin 
and London. 
We denote the set of all A^ which satisfy (A,,), (A,) (with J positive semi- 
definite) and (P”) by aA( Thus Th eorem (2.1) states that A^ E 6Y(X) 
implies that A E G’(S). 
Proof of Tkeorem 2.1. (4,) corresponds to a decomposition of A of the 
form A(t) = B + A,(t), w h ere it can be shown from (A,) that A,(t) -+ 0 as 
f -+ co. In order to prove (P) then, we need to show that RA,[s; T] > 0. 
We observe that we can assume, without loss of generality, that v(0) = 0 and 
5 E C([O, T]; S). This follows from the fact, easily verified, that we can 
make RAO[w; T] arbitrarily close to RRO[u; T] by making w sufficiently close 
to v in &((O, T); S?). 
Let A,,^(5 + E+) = @(t, 7) + ~$4, 17). MJe show in [7] (Lemma (4.1) 
and formula (4.13)) that A, can be expressed in the form, 
&do(t) = - $6 x(0,7) sin 7]t &. (2.6) 
Thus we have, 
LA&](t) = - + irn x(0,7) jot V(T) sin q(t - 7) dr do. (2.7) 
A little care is necessary in justifying the interchange of integration to arrive 
at (2.7). One must treat the first term in (4,) separately. This is not difficult 
to do however and then one can use Fubini’s Theorem on the remainder. 
We proceed to differentiate (2.7). With v(0) = 0 and ii continuous one can 
verify that fi v(r) cos q(t - T) dr = O(r]-s) as q -+ co. It follows from this 
and (A3 that we can differentiate under the integral and obtain, 
-&,[v](f) = - 1 lrn 7x(0, 7) It v(r) cos ~(t - T) dr dv. (2.8) 
Let c(t) = si ( ) zi 7 cos T 7 d r and s(t) = $ V(T) sin ‘7~ dr. Then (2.8) yields, 
RA,b; T) = - 1 JOT jrn i@(f), ~(0, 7) c(t)> + <i(f), qx’(O, 7) s(t)>} d? dt 
0 
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This quantity is greater than or equal to zero since --17x(0, 7) is positive 
semidetinite by (PA). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We have, for q > 0, 
This quantity is nonpositive since sin 7t is positive on (0, n/y) and the 
quantities in brackets are all non-negative by (2.5). 
3. EXTENSIONS OF RESULTS (I) AND (III) 
We consider nonlinear Volterra equations of the form: 
a> = --L&WI(t) + dth t > 0, (3.lj 
on sP. Here g is a transformation with domain 9’s C &? which may be non- 
linear and unbounded. g is to have the property that if u E C([O, co]; 9,) then 
g(u(t)) E C([O, co]; SF). We assume that q satisfies the conditions: 
A so&ion is a function u E C([O, co]; 9Jg). Solutions will then belong to 
Cl([O, co]; SF) and satisfy, 
Pi(t) = ---A(O) g@(t)) - ~.k(W) -t q(t). (3.2) 
Our basic assumption on g is that there exists a functional G(U) on Sg 
with inf,,s ~ G(u) > --co such that for all u E C([O, ox]; Bg) A Cr([O, a]; &‘), 
& G(u(t)) = <g(u(t>, 4% (3.3) 
We impose the following condition connecting 9, and g: 
3 In RI (CD) can be weakened to (1.3) by using computations like those of [6]. 
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for all u E C([O, co]; gg). Two other conditions on g are: 
11 g(u)jj < K(1 + G(u)), K a constant, for all 2* E .Qg , (Go’) 
G(u) --f co as [! u (I-+ co. (Gl) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (@), (G,) and (P) hold. Then any solution of (3.1) 
satisfies, 
sup I G(+))l < a. (3.4) 
t>o 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (CD), (Go) and (2’) hoM with b > 0. Then any solution 
of (3.1) sattifies 
lizrrf jj g(u(t))(l = 0. (3.5) 
If, in addition, g(u(t)) is strongZy (weakly) unifol-mZy continuous then g(u(t)) 
tends strongly (weakZy) to .z~o as t tends to infinity. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose g(u) is a continuous mapping and (@), (Go’) afld 
(P) hold with b > 0. Then any solution of (3.1) satisfies, 
(3.6) 
Remarks 3.1. (i) In R1 we can choose G(u) = sIg(f) dt and (Go’) and 
(GJ are then London’s conditions. Suppose they hold. Then if (1.2) holds 
in Rl, under the additional assumptions of Proposition 2.1 (ii), then that 
proposition and Theorem (2.2) h s ow that A satisfies P. Hence, by Theorem 
3.1, G(M) is bounded. (Gr) then shows that u is bounded. Thus Theorem 3.1 
corresponds to result (I). If (1.2) holds in Rl, under the conditions of 
Proposition 2.1 (ii), then A $ L, means A(W) > 0. Thus (P) holds with 
6 > 0. Corollary 3.1 then implies g(u(t)) + 0. Hence Theorem 3.2 corres- 
ponds to result (II). 
(ii) In R” or on infinite dimensional spaces (3.3) greatly restricts g. 
Notice that (G,‘) and (a) imply (Ge) but (G,) is more general and is of use in 
the study of partial differential Volterra equations as is illustrated in [7] and 
also at the end of Section 7. We refer the reader to [7] for details. 
(iii) Theorem 3.2 has a provisional character, that is the conclusion 
holds under the extra hypothesis of strong (or weak) uniform continuity of 
g(u(t)). Corollary (3.1) indicates that this extra hypothesis can be verified 
from the equation itself when g is continuous. In general it cannot be so 
verified. Again we refer the reader to [7] for a discussion of this point as well 
as an analysis of the meaning of the conclusion of Theorem (3.2) in concrete 
situations. 
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Proofs. The first part of the proof is a simple extension of London’s 
argument and the proofs in [7]. We multiply (3.2) by g(z~(t)) and integrate 
from 0 to T. (3.3), (P) and (G,) yield, 
d 4 jar II g(zd(t))l12 dt + Jo’ k(t)(l + GW))) dt. (3.7) 
(3.4) follows immediately from (3.7) and inf G(u) > --co. This proves 
Theorem (3.1). If b > 0, (3.7) also yields 
from which (3.5) follows. If &u(t)) is uniformly continuous this implies 
tl g(4t))ll-j 0. Ii g(4t))ll E-&(0, a) implies (g(@), 7)) EM4 a) for mlv- 
17 E &Y. Hence (g(u(t), r))) uniformly continuous implies (g(u(f)), 7)) tends to 
zero. This proves Theorem 3.2. 
To prove Corollary (3.1) we observe first that the hypotheses imply that 
[/ g(u(t))[i is bounded independently of t. (3.2) and the fact that A E& then 
shows that ti differs from q? (which is in L,) by a function that is bounded 
independently of t. It follows that u is (strongIy) uniformly continuous. But 
then g(u(t)) is strongly uniformly continuous since g is continuous. (3.6) then 
follows from Theorem (3.2). 
4. EXTENSION OF RESULT II 
We suppose throughout this section that A ~Lr((0, CD); S(Z)). Moreover 
we assume that g(u) is differentiable with a gradient Vg(u) which is bounded 
and continuous as a function of U. We set, for any solution U, 
O(t) = .i,, A(T) d7, Iz(t) = $g(u(t)) = Vg(u(t))[zi(t)]. (4.1) 
Then we can rewrite (3.1) as, 
where, 
The idea of our theorem and its proof is simple. We will give conditions 
which guarantee that /z(t) tends weakly to zero. Then we will show that 
&,#z](t) tends weakly to zero. Since, by (4.3), x(t) tends (strongly) to zero, it 
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will follow that the left side of (4.2) tends weakly to zero. The technical 
details are complicated. 
We need first to restrict the class of kernels A which we consider. 
We assume that 9^ E G’?‘(Z) (B will b e zero since 4 is in L,). In addition 
we assume that A* satisfies the following strengthened versions of (-4r) and 
(PA> 
4(id = hY J f x6?) where (L JO b Y II 5 I?, Y > 0, 
X(T) ~~l((N a> : 2) x(d = ob?-7 as v+co. 
6%) 
For any 0 < M < M < co, there exists ar(m, M) > 0 such that, 
-(5, Im AoA(irl)t) Z a(m, WI15 ii2.4 PA> 
We require also the new condition, 
A final additional hypothesis, on A directly, is; 
Cf? as in (4.1). (4) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) A suficient condition for (HA) is that given any 
v > 0 and T > 0 there exists a p > 0 such that 
(E, (4) - A(t’))f) 3 EL II f /I2 
for any t, t’ with t, t’ < T, t’ - t > v. 
(ii) A suficient condition for (&) is that M(t) E&((O, CD); S(Z)) and 
(5, Jr t&) dt 5) b 6 II E I?, S > 0. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from the proof of Theorem (2.2). For 
(ii) we note that 
lii (fy - 9) = ljz jam (I ;;+%(t) dt = .c tA(t) dt. 
We denote by @““(L%@) the class of functions AA(s) which are in a*(S) 
and satisfy (JI), (PA), (AZ), and (Aa). We denote the functions in G!!(9) of 
which these are transforms by 6&(S). 
( This states that -(<, Im .&^(iq)[) is bounded below uniformly in 7 for 11 in 
compact sets not containing 7 = 0. This will be used later to establish what we call 
strong positivity. See in particular equations (4.1 I) and (4.12). 
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We need also a strengthened version of (CD) namely: 
(@i) + ELr((0, co); Z?) n L&(0, cc)); SF), + uniformly continuous on t > 0 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose AA E OIOh(&?) and (Go’), (G,) and (@J hold. Then 
any solution of (3.1) satis$es 
we+Jim h(t) = 0 
wet!Jim (u(t) + L?l(O) g(u(t)) -f(m)) = 0. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Remarks 4.1. Proposition 4.1 (ii) shows that in R1 (4,) follows from (1.2) 
and M(t) e&(0, co) if A(t) z+ 0. Proposition 4.1 (i) shows that in RI, (PA) 
holds if A(t) is strictly decreasing on (0, a). In R1 (or more generally in R”) 
the weak limits can be replaced by strong limits. Thus in R1 our theorem 
states that London’s result (II) is true if (1.2) holds with d strictly decreasing 
and t/l(t) ~Lr(0, co) provided that g is continuously differentiable. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The hypotheses and Theorem (3.1) imply that for 
some 111 > 0, 
We claim that for any solution u we have, in the notation of (2.3), 
Qdk Tl < K for all T > 0, K a constant. (4.7) 
To verify (4.7) we multiply (4.2) by h(t) and integrate from 0 to T. This 
yields, 
It follows from (4.6) and (@r) that every term on the right side of (4.8) is 
bounded independently of T. 
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Our next assertion is that h(t) is bounded and uniformly continuous on 
t > 0. To see this we return to the differentiated version of (3.1) that is, 
zi(t> = --A(O) &(t>> - L/f(&))(t) + q,(t). (4.9) 
As observed before, this equation with (4.6) implies ti is bounded. It follows 
that h(t) is bounded and that g(u( t)) is uniformly continuous. It is not difficult 
to verify that, with A ELM and g(u(t)) b ounded, the function LA[g(zl)](t) is 
uniformly continuous. Thus (4.9) and (@i) yield the uniform continuity of ti 
and consequently that of h. It follows, afortiori, that h is weakly bounded and 
weakly uniformly continuous, that is weakly stable in the terminology of [7]. 
This enables us to use the following result from [7]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that CY satisjies the condition, 
QJh, T] 3 EQEC[h; T] for some E > 0, c > 0, (4.10) 
where EC(t) = e+I. Let h be weakly stable and suppose that Qa[h, T] is uni- 
formly bounded for T > 0. Then weak lim,, h(t) = 0. 
From (4.7) and th e weak stability of h we see that Lemma 4.1 will yield 
conclusion (4.4) if we can show that Cpt satisfies (4.10) (strong positivity in the 
terminology of [7]). (The extra hypotheses (X1), (PA), and (A,) are introduced 
for this purpose). To this end we use further ideas from [7]. We observe 
that by (4.1) and (&) we have 
for q sufficiently large. 
Next we study E(s) near s = 0. We have by (4.1) and (A,), 
for q sufficiently small. (4.12) 
It follows readily from (4.1 l), (4.12), and (p^) that there exist positive 
constants E and c such that, 
- $$---) = Re (GY”(iq) - 6) > 0 for all 7. (4.13) 
We show in [7], by a calculation similar to that in Theorem (2.1), that if 
B(t) ~Lr((0, co); X) satisfies Re B*(iq) > 0 for all 7 then Qa[zf; T] 3 0. 
Thus (4.10) follows from (4.13). Thus we have proved (4.4). 
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Our final task is to show that (4.4) . pl im ies that L&?](t) tends weakly to 
zero. For any 7 E Z and any T we write, for t > T, 
= I + II. 
We have, since /I h(t)\\ is bounded, 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
and this term can be made uniformly small for t > T by choosing T s&i- 
ciently large, since Ij Q!(t)\1 ~Lr(0, KI). Now fly E L,((O, T); 2) hence, 
with T fixed, we can find a function of the form, 
Ei measurable, (4.16) 
which approximates fl(~)q arbitrarily closely in L,((O, T); S). For functions 
like (4.16) we have, 
j’(h(t - T), W(T)> dT = 5 J‘ (A(T), at> dT 
0 i=l Eift 
(4.17) 
and such sums tend to zero as t tends to infinity since h tends weakly to zero. 
Since g)(t) clearly tends to zero strongly, we see that the right side of (4.1) 
tends weakly to zero and the proof of (4.4) is complete. 
5. EXAMPLES OF ADMISSIBLE KERNELS 
We want to give some indications in this section of the extent of the kernels 
A with A^ E OZA(X) and hence A E 0@@). First we observe that if 
A* E QI^(Z’) then P(s) is real for real s, hence d*(s) = A-(S). Further 
necessary conditions are given in the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If A* E GZ”(2?) therz, 
(i) -1m A”(s) is positive dejkite in Re s > 0, Im s > 0, 
(ii) Re AA(s) is positive deJinite for s real unless A^ E 0. 
Proof. Let AA(s) = s-lB + ,4,,-(s), B positive semidefinite. Then for 
any v ES-f? - (TV, Im A,^(( + 5) ) ’ f z v IS uric ion of (5,~) which is continuous in t 
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4 > 0, r > 0, harmonic in E > 0, q > 0, zero on 7 = 0 and non-negative 
on 5 = 0. Hence by the maximum principle, it is positive in Re s > 0, 
Im s > 0. Since Im(v, s-lBv) = - T/(+ + [?-)(a, Ba) > 0, (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) set A,^((, 7) = @(t, 7) + B’([, q). Then Re iJI,^(O, 7) = 
-Y(O, 77). As we indicate in [7], a&-( s can be represented in the form, ) 
Thus we have, 
AA(s) = t _ b 1-T w dq for s > 0, (5.2) 
and this is non-negative by (&J and (PA). It is positive definite unless B = 0, 
Y(0, 7) = 0. 
It is clear that Q?‘(Z) is closed under finite linear combinations with 
positive coefficients and that this is true also for the class @ah(%) of Section 4. 
This remark enables us to generate a class function in 0!(Z). Consider 
%’ = RI. A simple example of a function in a(@) is e-at, 01 > 0. The 
transform is (s + a)-1 with imaginary part --qa/(qa + c?) on s = in. This 
function satisfies (1.2). A function in GZ(JF) which does not satisfy (1.2) is 
e-Et sin Pt, 01 > 0, B > 0. The transform is /3[(s + IX)” + 87-l with imaginary 
part --2i~@[(o12 + p’ - TV)” + 4c?~~]-~ on s = iq. One can easily check 
that e-at is in 6&(R1) while e- at sin /3t is not since its transform does not 
satisfy (A,). 
We can obtain functions in @(RI) by forming positive linear combinations 
of 1, e-@, e-sit sin pit. (Note that e-“lt - e-apt is in Ol(R1) if 01s < ai , hence 
Ql(Rl) is also closed under some nonpositive linear combinations). The 
positive linear combinations indicated have transforms which are rational 
functions. It is easy to see using Proposition (5.1), that these rational functions 
must have the form, 
In view of the results of the next section, it would be of interest to know 
which rational functions of the form (5.3) belong to aA( It is easy to show 
by example that not all do, but we do not know how to make a general 
classification. 
The above examples can be extended to arbitrary Hilbert spaces X. Let M 
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be a bounded, self-adjoint operator on #. Then A!! generates a semigroup 
/j(t) =I e&l* which is differentiable and satisfies the following conditions, 
$(t)u = MA(t)v for all 21 E A?, 
(54 
for all z’ E C([O, co); H). 
Let E, be the spectral family for M with E, = I for h > /3, E, = 0 for 
X < 01. Then eMt can be represented as, 
s 
a ptt = eAt dE A~ (5.5j 
a- 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a bounded, se2f-adjoint operator OR 2 such that, 
(.u, Mu) < -c/I v lj2 for some c > 0 azd all TL~. (5.6) 
Then A(t) = eMt E L?!,(2@). 
Proof. It follows from (5.6) that M has an inverse M-l with Ij M-l Ij < l/c. 
We show that AA(s) E Q&*(X). The transform of A is simply the resolvent of 
M that is, 
A-(s) = (d - M)-I. (5.7) 
This function is analytic in the whole s plane save for some segment 
Re s = 0, -A < s < -c. Thus it satisfies (A,) with B = 0. We have 





which, with (5.6), implies (A,). We have also, 
(SI - M)-1 = s-II + O(r2) for large s, (5.9) 
which yields (&j with J = I. 
Now write (&1 - M)-lu = U +- z%‘, that is, ($I- M)( U + iv) = u or, 
-MU - TV = u, 
-MV+$J=O. 
(5.10) 
From (5.10) we deduce, 
(u, V) = -(MU, V) - TJ(V, V) = -$U, U) - T&V, V), (5.11) 
which implies (PA). We verify that, in fact, the sharpened version (HA) 
holds. Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence a vectors U, , with I[ u, jj = 1 
505116/2-13 
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and a sequence {& with m < yn < M, such that (V, , u,) -+ 0 as n -+ co. 
Then a subsequence r/lap -+ ;i, m < +j < M and (5.11) yields, limk,, Umt = 
lim,,, V=, = 0. But then the first of equation (5.10) yields, Em,, u,~ = 0 
which is a contradiction. 
In a quite analogous way one can generalize Pt sin olt to A(t) = 
-eMt sin Mt. (An extension of e-at sin /It, 01 # /3 is more complicated). This 
function has the representation, 
f 
I3 
-eMt sin Mt = - eAt sin ht dE A’ (5.12) a- 
Its transform is, 
AA(s) = -(s21 - 2sM + 2M2)-lM, (5.13) 
A”(s) is again analytic except on --h < s < -c. A calculation analogous to 
the one above shows that -1m AA is positive semidefinite. However 
P(s) = O(S-~) as s -+ co. Thus A” E @‘(Z) but not in G&,“(S). 
We can form positive linear combinations of the above functions and I 
to obtain functions in a(&‘). Thus, 
A(t) = B + f cxieMit - g /lieNi sin N,t, “i > 0, pi > 0 (5.14) 
i=l 
will be in @(z@) if Mi , Ni are operators as above and B is positive semi- 
,definite. It will be in @s(S) if there is at least one term of the form eMt. 
The transform of an A of the form (5.14) will be a linear combination of 
terms of the form (5.7) and (5.13). If the operators Mf and Ni all commute 
then the transform A”(s) can be written in the form, 
P(s) = (sQ^(s))-1 PA(s), (5.15) 
where PA and Q^ are polynomials in s of the form in (5.3) but with coefficients 
which are (operator) polynomials in the MC and Ni and the terms of PA and 
Q^ will all commute. In particular we will have, 
B = (Q^(O))-l F(O). (5.16) 
6. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let AA(s) be a rational, operator-valued function of s of the form (5.15). 
We consider the differential equation, 
&Q- (&) u = PA ($) &W + Ifr(t), 
u*(o) = zq k 9 m +2n, (6-l) 
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on %.5 The conditions on g are to be the same as those in Section 3 but, in 
addition, we assume that g is sufficiently differentiable for (6.1) to make 
sense. 
THEOREM (6.1). Suppose Z+!J EL~((O, co); 2) and that (G,‘) and (Gl) kold. 
Let AA(s) be in c~?(s&) and let u be a so&ion of (6.1) Then, 
(9 wtho II u(W < a; 
(ii) if g(u(t)) is strongly (weakZy) uniformly continuous then g(u(t)) tends 
strongly (meakly) to zero as t tends to infinity: 
(iii) if g(u) is continuous then lim,,, g(u(t)) = 0. 
Proof. We need only show that (6.1) can be reduced to (3.1) with an 
appropriate qx We proceed formally by taking the Laplace transform of (6.1). 
This gives, 
SO% w - n(s) = pA(~Nd41A(~) - P(S) + $w>* @.3 
Here q(s) andp(s) are polynomials in s, of degrees PZ + 2n and m’ + 2n’ - 1, 
respectively, and with coefficients determined by the ugP of (6.1). (6.2) 
yields, 
Consider now the function R*(s) = (Q(s))-l. From (5.15) one sees that 
it is analytic in Re s > -j3 save for a pole of residue R0 = Qh(0)-l PA(O) at 
s = 0. It tends to zero as s tends to infinity. It is accordingly the Laplace 
transform6 of an operator-valued function R(t) given by, 
R(t) = R, + & 1:;:: est((SQ”(s))-l - S-lR,} ds = R, + R,(t), (6.4) 
for any /3’, 0 < p’ < ,8. It follows that, for any iV, 
I/ Ry)(t)jl < e-B’t k < N for some /3’% 0 < fi’ < p. (6.5) 
By the convolution theorem, (6.3) can be rewritten as, 
0) = L.4M4l(t) -k 540, 66) 
s A discussion of the local existence and uniqueness theory of ordinary differential 
equations on Banach spaces can be found in [3], Sec. 3.4. These theorems would 
apply to (6.1) if g(u) were bounded but we do not assume this. Thus our theorems 
are all under the assumption that a solution does exist. 
6 For a discussion of Laplace transforms of functions defined on general Banach 
spaces, the reader is referred to [3]. In particular the statements in connection with 
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v(f) = -MW + D (-&) R(t), (6.7) 
D, a polynomial of degree less than or equal to wt + 2n. It is then readily 
checked by (6.7) that $J E.&((O, co); #). 
The above formal calculation can be made rigorous, without assuming 
that the transforms exist, by actually carrying out the indicated differen- 
tiations. Thus we have shown that u satisfies (6.4) with 9 E,$ . The 
conclusions of Theorem (6.1) then follow directly from Theorems (3.1) and 
(3.2). 
If the quantity B in (5.16) is zero then A*(s) has the form 
(Q*W1 p^(s)> 
where PA and Q^ are as in (5.15) and m’ + 2n’ < m + 2n - 1. If, in this 
case, A* E P(X) and ml + 2n’ = m + 2n - 1, then A* will also be in 
GYsA(&‘). Then the conclusion of Theorem (4.1) will hold for the differential 
equation, 
QA ($) u = PA ($) &W) + WI 67) 
if # EU((0, 00); 2). 
7. REMARKS ON PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
The discussion of the preceding two sections is capable of yet a further 
generalization. Suppose that M is an unbounded but self-adjoint operator on 
Z with domain sM dense in z?. Let M be semibounded in the form, 
(w, Mw) < --c II 2) II2 c>O forall ZJE~~. (7-l) 
Such an operator always has a closed self-adjoint extension (its Frederich’s 
extension) hence we can assume M is closed. It then generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup eMt on Z.7 This function does not quite fit our general 
theory since it is not uniformly differentiable on [0, co) and in fact is strongly 
differentiable on this interval only for v E gM . 
It is possible to extend the general theory to cover eMt as above but we 
content ourselves here with simply pointing out the formal analogies and a 
few of the problems. Throughout the work one must use the strong rather 
’ Pbr a discussion of the relevant facts about semigroups with unbounded generators 
and about partial differential equation problems we refer the reader to Friedman [l] 
The result given here is established in Part (2) Section 9 of that reference. 
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than uniform topology. It is still true that A(t) = eAft has a Laplace transform 
which is A*(s) = (~1 - Ad)-I. The calculations in the proof of Theorem (6.1) 
go through essentially unchanged except for the verification of (si). We have, 
lI(sl - AT)-1 11 = 0(5-l) as s + so and 
(sl - My - s--l1 = s-l(sl - &q-w (7,2) 
Thus (&) follows for z’ E 9fir but not in general. Since 9‘v1 is dense, it turns 
out that this is enough to perform the calculation in the proof of 
Theorem (2.1). 
It is suggested then, and is in fact true, that one can extend the results to 
positive linear combinations of enfit and -eMit sin iWit. Let us study an 
example. Let A? = L,(Q), Sz a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary. 
Let EP(H,“) denote the completion of P$Qn)(C,~(Q)) under the norm Ii u !jk , 
where 01 = (a1 ,..., CX,), Dau = (a/&+ ... (a/&&. Let M’ denote an 
elliptic differential operator of order 2~2 of the form, 
M’u = - c c (-l)l*~Da(u”“D~,), pa = &, (7.4) 
I”i<rn jRl<rn 
which satisfies Girding’s inequality8 in the restricted form, 
Then it is known that M’ has a closed self-adjoint extension9 iI!i’ with SJ,+~ = 
Hz, n H,!,o and this extension will satisfy (7.1) for some c > 0 where the 
norm on the right side is the L, norm // w /I,, . Thus our generalized theory 
would yield results for the partial differential Volterra equation, 
u(x, t) = - J” e”(t-T)g(u(x, 5-j) ii+ + ~(24, t), x E ,L?. 
0 
If we differentiate (7.6) we have, formally, 
ut(x, t) = -g(u(x, t)) - AT ft e”+T)g(u(x, T)) d-r + q~(x, t> 
= -g(“(x, t)) + Ai&, t) + #(x, tj, 
3)(x, t) = r&(x, t> - fmp(X, q. 
8 See [1] Part 1, Sec. 12. 
Q This is a consequence of the a prioG bounds in [l] Part 1, Sec. 18, 
(7-6) 
(7.7) 
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For both (7.6) and (7.7), it is required that u E H,,?” (generalized Dirichlet 
boundary conditions). The step from (7.6) to (7.7) requires care because of the 
difficulties with differentiating eMt and it needs some further hypotheses on 
g(u) which we will not pursue. 
In principle our theorems will yield stability information about (7.6) and 
hence (7.7) under appropriate hypotheses on g. We give two examples g, 
and ga of admissible g’s. 
g1(4(4 = Yw4, where y E Cl(- 03, m) with, y(O) = 0, (1) 
j r(E)] ,< K(1 $ ) l i), y’(8) 3 E > 0. Let I’(S) = jf y(7) do. Then we have, 
(42) I2 < r(l) < K(l + 1 5 la). We choose, G(V) = so r(a(x)) dx, and it is 
easily checked that (G,‘) and (GJ are satisfied. 
g2(u)(x) = - f ~quzl ,..., z”,,) 
i=l ax&< (2) 
I’ continuously differentiable, positive and homogeneous of degree 2r. Then 
we have, 01 ( f (sr < r(t) < /I j 5 lzr for some 01 > 0, ,f3 > 0 and all e E Rn, 
1 E ) = X:=1 1 & 1. Also 1 grad, r(t)/ < K ] k 1+-l, for some K. We take 
Lag = {u : u E cyq, u = 0 on %?I. We have 
where 
G(u) = $, r@el ,..., uxn> dx.
It is easy to see that (G,,‘) is not satisfied in this case. We show however that 
(G,) can be. Indeed we have, by Holder’s inequality, 
< f G(u)(~‘-~)/~~ (j-n (i / & I)” dx~“‘, 
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provided that f = 0 on the boundary of Q. Thus (6,‘) is satisfied if, 
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